**Criteria for BT PHD shortlisting Dec 2018**

**FA Category:** Valid JRF (ICMR/DBT/UGC/CSIR/INSPIRE JRF) + 1st class in Qualifying Degree.

**TA Category:**

**MSc**
- GN – Gate Score >= 500 + 1st class in MSc
- OBC-NC – Gate Score >= 450 + 1st class in MSc
- SC / ST – Gate Score >= 333.3 + above 55% in MSc

**MTech / MS / ME**
- GN >= 95%
- OBC NC >= 85.5%
- SC/ST >= 63.3%

**BE / BTech**
- GN – Gate Score >= 550 + 1st class in Qualifying Degree
- OBC-NC – Gate Score >= 495 + 1st class in Qualifying Degree
- SC / ST – Gate Score >= 366.7 + above 55% in Qualifying Degree

**Criteria for BME PhD shortlisting Dec 2017**

Students who have specified with BME up to 5th option were only considered. % marks are of last qualifying exam or of previous exam considered in case of students who are presently appearing.

**MSc/BE/BTech/BPharm**
- GN – Gate Score >= 600 + 1st class in MSc
- OBC-NC – Gate Score >= 540 + 1st class in MSc
- SC / ST – Gate Score >= 400 + above 55% in MSc

**ME/Mtech/MPharma**
- GN - 85%
- OBC – 76.5%
- SC/ST – 56.7%

**FA**
- GN and OBC- 60%
- SC/ST - 55%

**EX/PS**
Since no PS/EX category projects were floated, so candidates were not considered for this.

For any queries, please write to: office.bio@iitb.ac.in